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EPC chooses departmental positions and leaves

Wiley addresses first year forum issues
NINALANY
Staff Writer
"It is nice to be at Wooster and not
be enrolled," began sports journalist

i

LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi-

ef

In an October 8 memo to "Selected
department chairs," Dean of Faculty
and Chair of the Educational Policy
Committee Yvonne C Williams announced the decisions of the EPC
with regard to faculty position and
leave requests.
According to Williams, there are
two types of positions which departments can ask for. The first, actual

positions, involve professorships
which generally last more than one
year. The second type, leave replacements, are granted to departments
which have professors taking leaves

see EPC on page 2
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Journalist Ralph Wiley spoke in
McGaw Chapel Wednesday.

Ralph Wiley in his forum speech
Wednesday night at McGaw Chapel
titled "Crosspurposes." Wiley addressed issues ranging from Malcolm
X to multiculturalism to affirmative
action.
Wiley took a strong stand for the
teachings of Malcolm X. "We are not
interested in brotherhood with someone who is not interested in brotherhood with us," he said. Malcolm X
told
to look inside
themselves and to love what they
found.
Wiley and Malcolm X promote violence as a way of gaining equality and
fairness under the law. "Al times harsh
measures are called for...just look at

'

the Rodney King incident," Wiley
said. To Wiley, the facts are clear :
King was beaten and the policemen
responsible were not punished.
Wiley raised a very direct question.
"If policemen sworn to uphold the
law break the law, what is the law?"
According to Wiley, if the law isn'ton
s,
the side of the
they must defend themselves.
"Without equal representation under the law, the whites compete with
the blacks by killing them.. if you loll
the black people, the whites don't
get any better, they just stay there," he
said. By eliminating blacks, whites
are eliminating "half the competition,
and in the absence of competition
there is no human growth."
Wiley also addressed the issue of
African-American-

see Wiley on page 2

Dance program cuts prompt student, faculty discussion
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi-

ef

In response to last week's announce-

ment that the position of dance instructor, held for the past nine years
by Kimberly Tritt, had not been renewed for next year, students, faculty
members and dance program participants met Wednesday evening to discuss what has been called "a serious
reflection on a private institution."
The meeting drew a crowd of approximately 50 people
The elimination of Tritt's position,
and the denial of several othcrfaculty
positions and leave requests by the
Educational Policy Committee (EPC),
prompted dance students to call an
open meeting where students could
voice their concerns.
The dance program at the College
of Wooster, a part of the theatre department, depended solely on Tritt to
instruct theatre majors and other interested students in stage movement
and dance. In any given year, 100 to
ISO students participate in the dance
program.
Ofprirrwy concern for many of the
students in attendance is the elimination of the only professor qualified to
teach dance classes. Senior theatre
major Randolph Miles stressed the
implications of the elimination of the
dance instructor position within the

context of a liberal arts education.
"To understand that two years ago the
string position was cut, that two of the
three full time studio art professors
in the art department are on leave and
they got one replacement, and that a
position in the theatre department has
been cut says something about the
College. Our liberal arts education is
being slowly eroded," Miles stated.
According to senior Anne Adams, the
position of string instructor, cut two
years ago, was reinstated the following year in response to letters and calls
of complaint from concerned students
and their parents.
One professor in attendance at
Wednesday's meeting speculated that
the administration was unawareof the
implications of not renewing the position of dance instructor.
Sophomore Becca Sanders came to
the College of Wooster because she
was impressed with the dance program. Tve danced professionally,
I've had formal dance training for 16
years. The reason I came to Wooster
was for dance. Tm thinking of transferring to a school where I can get a
dance program," stated Sanders, who
incidentally is not a theatre major, but
an English major.
First-yeChristine Carins is attending the College of Wooster on a
dance scholarship. Although Dean
ar
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Students supporting Wooster's dance program discuss its possible elimination Wednesday in Lowry
Students will have the opportunity
Leaders of the dance program have
Williams stated that the current dance
scholarship would not be eliminated,
Carins is unsure about her future at
Wooster. "IH feel kind of strange
taking a scholarship and not doing
anything for iL I'd rather go somewhere where I can dance," Carins
stated.

urged students loget involved by voicing their concerns to members of the
administration. In addition, the dance
program is sponsoring Dance Awareness Day on Thursday, October 22,
from 1 1 ajn. to 3 p.m. on the front
lawn of Lowry.

to participate in improvisation and
to watch
Balinese dance classes,
demonstrations of belly dancing and
sevillanas dancing, and to preview
the Fall Dance Concert

r

see related story abo ve
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EPC from front page

Wiley from front page

Wiley speaks on concept of
multiculturalism in forum address
"I admire

multiculturalism.

Schlesinger for his longevity," he
said. "But there is a blind spot in his
thinking." Wiley took Schlesinger
to task for the la tier's "new man"
theory.
"I am the 'new man'," asserted
Wiley, "the melting of three continents is in my blood. How many of
you could or would say the same
about yourselves?"
He defined the canon as literature
commonly accepted as classic and
showed that a multicultural renaissance is already in progress, while

Schlesinger continues to debate
about whether or not it is happening.
Wiley borrowed an analogy from
Mark Twain's great American novel
Huckleberry Finn . Twain compared
a raft to America. Huck Finn and his
slave, Jim, are on that raft paddling
and working together to get somewhere.
Wiley noted authors such as Zora
Neale Hurston andToni Morrison as
well as films such as Spike Lee's
MalcolmX to prove this renaissance
is happening.
Wiley has a unique view on black
peoples' input in shaping today's
society. "Behind every fortune there
is a crime. -- black people worked for
over three hundred years without
pay, and is it any wonder Wooster is
so beautiful?"
Several current issues were also
raised. Wiley divided affirmative
action into two types - black and
white. White affirmative action in

Committee makes changes in faculty positions

volves a white picking a random
n
and giving him a
job simply because he is black. Black
affirmative action involves looking
for a qualified
"You have to canvas the same way
for blacks as for whites," he said.
"Clarence Thomas is a result of
white affirmative action...he said the
right things," said Wiley. He feels
that due to Thomas "correct comments," the white people liked him,
and put him on the Supreme Court.
Wiley mentioned that he felt there
were more qualified candidates.
He also hinted that Thomas'
stance was a factor in his
appointment. "And how dare you,"
Wiley demanded of the women in
the audience, "let men make choices
about your bodies.. .that is a form of
African-America-

African-America-

n.

anti-aborti-

on

enslavement."
Wiley accused Schlesinger of the

mistake of only discussing
multiculturalism while a renaissance
is taking place. He believes that in
the Wooster seminar series, students
should debate these concepts. "You
are not yet at the point of production.
You should be questioning things
new and gaining experience you will
use later to formulate a mature product."
The next forum event will take
place on October 19. Willie Ruff,
Professor of Music at Yale Univer-

sity, and Dwike Mitchell, Duke
Ellington Visiting Fellow of Yale
University, will present a jazz concert lecture.

during the academic year.
Of the 18.25 requests, 9.75 were
for positions within departments,
while the remaining 8.5 requests were
for leave replacements within departments.
EPC approved 3 positions and 3.5
leave replacements and denied 6.75
position requests and 5 leave replacement requests. EPC is made up of the
dean of faculty, six faculty members,
and twostudentrepresentatives. They
are chartered to approve changes in
faculty appointments and job descriptions.
Positions were granted to the physics, political science (international
relations), and religious studies departments, and leave replacements
were granted to the business economics, English, French (women's studies), and philosophy departments.
Positions were not granted to the
archaeology, English, French, history, philosophy, psychology, and
theatre departments, and leave replacements were denied to the chemistry, business economics, econom
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stands at approximately 12:1.
EPC's decisions 'about which faculty positions to approve came after
"months" of considering data about
each department, explained Williams,
adding, "It was not a pleasant task."
In a letter to senior Murray Welsh,
a student who approached Williams
with a concern about the dance program decision, Williams explained
the difficulty of EPC's decision.
"Much of the difficulty is predicated on the necessity to set priorities
in terms of deciding which programs
can be strengthened to meet a national
standard of excellence and which programs will be difficult to extend,"
Williams wrote.
Williams says she recognizes the
concerns of students and faculty members. "Departments understand the
bind we're in.theyrenot happy about
it but they appreciate the difficulty
we were in," she stated.
In her letter to Welsh, Williams
added that "EPC is not unmindful of
die needs and interests of all of our
students."

ics, French, mathematical sciences,
and music departments.
Williams stressed that the denial of
positions did not necessarily mean
that professors were being cut. She
explained that in some cases, professors were retiring and in others, instructors' visiting professorships were
expiring. With regard to leave replacements, Williams explained that
in many cases, departments would
have to absorb the loss of a professor
on leave, but that professors on leave
were assured of regaining their positions upon return.
"Our focus was in the positions, not
the people," Williams said She added
that departments and the courses they
can offer will certainly be affected. "I
think departments will have to retrench. They will have to make
changes in their curricular offerings,"
she said.
According to Williams, the decision not to replace some professors
who will be on leave or who will be
leaving the College will not effect the
student-facult- y
ratio, which currently
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LEAD recognizes Haakonsen Computer Center news
LIS A OSTERMUELLER
Special to the Voice
Kevin Costner heard in his corn
fields die whisper of a distant voice
saying, Tf you build it he will come."
After pondering the meaning of these
words, Costner did the unthinkable
and built a baseball field in the middle
of rich Iowa farmland. This field
proved to be a worthy investment as
its magic brought together separated
souls and dreams.

gether,'' Haakonsen said. "I believe
that unfeasible goals can be achieved,
for if you work hard enough you can

doit."
NaturaDy.there wasplenty of scheduling which took place over the entire
summer as Erik contacted all the po-

lice chiefs in counties between
Wooster and Cleveland for their approval of the Run. Erik also worked
closely with several representatives

Like Costner, senior Erik
Haakonsen (Hawk) is often struck by
unusual ideas and challenges the beliefs and doubts of others in fulfilling
his goals. As a true visionary and one
of the many hidden talents at The
College of Wooster, Erik has been
selected as the first LEAD Leader of
the Month for this academic year.
While a single event or organiza-tio- n
does not often sum up the character of an individual, the Beta Kappa
Phi's Vice President has utilized his
imagination and leadership skills in
ways which were not explored before.
This semester Erik played a crucial
role in one particular event the BETA
Dash for Cash. Just two weeks ago
the Betas ran 62 12 miles collectively to the Cleveland Browns
to raise money for People
to People ministries. The idea for the
event grew out of the Beta's Run to
from
Akron for the Rubberbowl
years before. Here instead, the service project exploded into a much
larger project as well as an all
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Erik had to face numerous

chal-

lenges in organizing the run. Initially,
he literally had to sell the idea to his
brothers who assumed that this was
another one of his visions. Yet, as the
day approached this "unbelievable"
idea evolved intoaproject surrounded
p
enthusiasm.
by
non-sto-

"It really brought everyone to

r.

ACS RELEASE
You may have noticed how often the network seems to slow down and
sometimes go down in different buildings across the campus. The Computer
Center has some good news and some bad news for you. The bad news is
that there's little that we can do to prevent some of these problems. The good
news is, there is something that you can do about it
Many students, faculty and staff log in to multiple servers at once. Others
have their computer set to log in to all these servers automatically on startup.
That is what is causing some of these problems.
When you use a server, messages are constantly sent back and forth on the
network. The Mac running the server sends messages asking, "Are you still

logged on?"
Your Mac answers, "Yes, I am. Please maintain this connection," whether
you are using the server or not
With many people logged in to many servers, the result is hundreds of
these messages going across the network at any given time. The load is one
which can quickly grow too heavy for some network devices and they may
shutdown.
The solution is simple. Turn off all the servers that your Mac logs into on
startup, or throw away your AppleShare
Pref file.
If you need to use a server, go ahead and log in, but be sure to dismount
it when you're done by dragging it into the Trash.

Hit.
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The irony behind the recognition

-opener

day-affai-

project!)
Listening to Erik speak about the
Beta run, it became apparent that this
senior was no stranger to leadership
roles. In addition to double majoring
in black Studies and English, he has
also been an athletic director. Sergeant at Arms with the Betas and a
member of SGA and the golf team.
Erik's abilities expand beyond the
traditional campus roles. This summerErik was an assistant tennis pro at
the Wooster Country Club arid his
first TV show, of which he is the
executive producer, will soon be airing on Channel 9. Despite the upcoming public recognition from his
TV show.Erik is best known as theDJ
at Town Hall Monday and Wednesday nights, as well as frequently
around campus.
So what is the key to his success?
Well, you just have to "be creative"
arKl "act on ideas ifthey're good ones.

Erik Haakonsen
of the Browns organization. He had
originally planned to have the Betas
carry in the game ball and distribute
free rickets among the Betas. Unfortunately, just prior to the Run, Erik
was informed of the regulations forbidding their use of the game ball as
well as the discount tickets.
Despite these struggles and the difficulty of staving on schedule, the
Betas' spirits remained undaunted as
they raised funds for People to People.
(Erik thanks the campus and community again for their support in this

which Erik is receiving for his dedication and achievements is that he win
continue to be stereotyped because of
his Greek affiliation. Erik described a
strong sense of 'inapproachability'
from students, faculty and administrators because he is Greek.
"I believe there is a feeling of
Greekism on campus," he said. "Beta; are involved on cam pus and within
the community in order to alleviate
the stigma attached to Greek organizations."
It was as if he stood behind unseen
barriers throughout his college career
as he aaempted to network with other
groups within Wooster' s community.
To say that "Hawk" is just a DJ or
simply the VP. for the Betas would
be ignorant, for it is apparent that this
man holds an inner agenda that only
those who believe in inner whispers
of imagination will understand. Indeed he is a true visionary. Way to go
HAWK.

First periodic "How . . .Do. . .You. . Respond?!" Pit Discussion on Wednesday at
5:30 p.m. in Lowry pit

International programs bulletin
IPO RELEASE
Thought for the week: "We must
seek through education, and especially
through international education, to develop empathy, that rare and wonderful
ability to perceive the world as others
see it." - Council on International Educational Exchange
As another week draws to a close, we
wanted to thank those of you who passed
through the IP.O. Fair last week and we
would like to give you something to
look forward to next week. Our Program of the Week will be featuring the
CIEE (Council on International Educational Exchange) programs. The
Program of the Week table will be located in Lowry center, as usual, from
11 a jn. to 1 p.m. on Wednesday, October 21.
CIEE provides a wide variety of courses in several different countries.
Their programs span most of the globe, including Australia, Europe, Asia
organization
and Latin America. CIEE was started in 1947 as a
II. Today,
exchange
War
World
after
student
reestablish
was
goal
whose
to
and
facilitates
develops,
which
organization
international
CIEE is a large
the
throughout
exchange
educational
administers programs of international
everyone
to
world on behalf of its constituencies. As always, we encourage
stop by the IP.O. table and pick up some information on CIEE's many
non-pro-

programs.
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PHONE:

503 E. LIBERTY ST.

join faculty, students, and administrators in discussing
the Scots Key's Code of Social Responsibility and its implications for free speech and race relations. Sponsored
by the Student Activities Board (SAB), Speakers and
Topics Committee
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Campus Security...not the usual stuff

TO

ERIK HAAKENSON
Feature Columnist
This week I want to take Alpha Gamma Phi out of the Greek
activities that keep the
community, and focus in on the
classroom.
the
occupied
while
this
out of
membership of
club
1
involved
extremely
The Alpha Gams are 3 members strong and are
in the program houses that ring our lovely campus. Their members are
active with Gable House, Hesson House, Reed House, Richardson
House, and Scot Cottage.
These five houses offer a variety of services to the town and College
community. Gable House works with the Indian River School for Boys.
The members provide the boys mainly with academic tutoring. The
Compassion Program is run out of Hesson house and its activities are
planned around the elderly in Wooster. This program is a means by
which the students provide companionship to the elderly at the Home
Nursing Home and also to shut-in- s
and widowswidowers throughout
the Wooster community.
Through the members of Richardson House, the American Red Cross
is able to hold its annual blood drives, which increases the community
blood supply, giving more people a second chance at life. Every
Women's House, better known as Reed House, provides volunteer
service to the Bartered Women's Shelter in downtown Wooster.
The last of the five houses that the Alpha Gams are involved with is
Scot Cottage. Scot Cottage works with the juvenile delinquents at Boys
Village. Their program with Boys Village consists of playing games,
working on craft and academic projects, as well as providing someone
to talk to about their concerns. These five projects houses help the
College of Wooster community in many ways by providing valuable
volunteer service from youths to the elderly, and even to their families.
On campus, the Alpha Gams hold many positions of leadership that
are integral to the College community on residential, social, political,
athletic, and educational levels. You can find a member of Alpha
Gamma Phi sitting on the S.G.A. Senate and Judicial Board, a member
of Campus Council, working as a Resident Assistant, playing in the
Orchestra, assisting in the classroom as a Teaching Assistant, working
as Tour Guide Coordinator for Admissions, and active on the I ..RAD,
board.
With all the responsibilities entailed by the women of Alpha Gamma
Phi some of their members still have time to play on the Soccer, Field
Hockey, Lacrosse, and Track teams so as to create another forum for
their unbridled school spirit.
As I talked with Sarah Murchison, I asked her to sum up the reasons
why the Alpha Gams are so involved with community service. She
replied. "I think one of the unique aspects about the Alpha Gams is that
we are not centered on just Alpha Gamma Phi, but rather we focus on the
individual members who participate on and with the many on and off
campus organizations. Furthermore, because our membership is so
involved with these activities, and we do not have section housing, our
time spent together is even more special."
All things considered, these 31 women are doing a tremendous job
touching the lives of Woosterites on and off campus.
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CATHERINE TADROS

One of Wooster'i security dispatchers works to coordinate the response of the security staff on campus.
Dispatchers are on duty 24 hoars per day.
I even asked him about all the
me the cost of the car,
EMILY SILVERMAN
people use when speaking
sarcasm
was
even
I
why
suspicious
about
Staff
Writer
rhif.f
security,
like making fun of the
it).
of
him
asking
about
It's been long week. It's Friday.
golf
and
"don't they have anycarts,
is
say
security
that
like to
You're hungry, and you want to eat
thing
better do to that give parking
a really big "beefburger." You also probably the only office on campus
feel like some lunch time reading. with no clerical help.you see my tickets?"
Foster noted that. The ones who
So you pick up the Voice, and there's office" (gesturing around him). It
complain are the ones who get the
really wasn't that bad.
another article about campus secu"So who types your memos? I tickets!"
rity.
Said James, "I don't think such
""Enough!." you think. "I know I just had to ask.
He said students type them, or sarcasm is unique to this
can't park in Cope Land's driveway, I
know security's phone extension Office Services does, or be even environment it's part of campus life
and being a community.and that
(2590). and dammit. I know I should takes them home at night.
"You shouldn't have to type your golf cart was a significant tool...it
ask my RA to let me in before I call
helps with getting inside the campus
own memos; you're director."
security! Enough!"
getting closer to the buildings it
I
and
that
have
shouldn't
not
"It's
indeed
to
go and speak to
Well. I did
doesn't
take long for something to
security director Keith James and type them.but it would give me
happen inside a building, and stumore time."
associate director Jim Foster, but not
dents use Kauke late at night"
Next I asked him why security
about the usual:
B ut James prefers to walk because
"So when were the fancy new officers at Wooster don't carry guns.
I
Again cheerfully suspicious of my
"the campus isn't that
en
Ford Tauruses purchased?"
motives, he replied that "we're a walk, I get to know the campus, and
James, a really nice man, was completely taken aback by this line of private collegeJ assume the "no where the security risks are."
I asked Foster, who has been here
guns" rule is dictated by the
questioning. Guess you were exfor 14 years, about the worst thing he
administration...we're not a
pecting the usual, huh, Keith?
agency, and we don't try could remember happening on cam"We only have one car!," he reto project that image." And frankly, pus. His reply, though it happened
plied with great shock and a smile.
off campus, was the death of two
James said, there's no need for ColOh. I see securitymobiles everyCollege students in a house about
lege officers to be armed, since secuwhere, so I thought there was a whole
fleet or something. James said that rity works so closely with the five years ago. The Wooster fire
department handled it, but "we were
security must be doing a good job if Wooster police.
indirectly involved. ..there was a loss
he
as
far
Associate
As back
I was seeing cars all over the place.
knew.
The car is used 24 hours a day, Director Jim Foster had never known of life, and College officials had to
tell the parents."
seven days a week, 365 days a year," College security officers to be armed,
On a happier note, consistent with
and agreed that that would, obvihe said. No wonder I thought there
the goals of the Wooster Forum,
ously, be more likely in an urban
was a fleet.
Security really needed the new car center environment andor at a huge James arid Foster let me know that of
(The one we had before was a real university with its own small police the "20 or 21" students who patrol
the campus in bright yellow jackets,
lemon"), for which they paid about force.
in"And,"
said James, "I don't think about half are female, and of the five
$17,000 (throughout the entire
or six students who work in the ofterview, James was rifling through the students would want that!"
fice, "only one is male!"
I know wouldn't.
mounds of papers trying to find for
half-joking-
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FEATURE
Upchurch speaks from experience
October 16, 1992

"ALF" THOMPSON
Assistant Features Editor
Cail Upchurch came to address the
College of Wooster Community last
Thursday night and brought with him
the same kind of unique perspective
that Richard Carper displayed during
his speech a little while ago on AIDS.
The perspective he offered was of
someone who is notjust an authority
on a given subject, but someone who
d
has had
accounts of his
subject This is how Carl Upchurch
presented himself, giving graphic
depictions of street vkJericeanddrugs,
the likes of which most people only
see in movies.
Upchurch spoke of "a little brown
baby dumped into the ghetto"in South
Philadelphia over forty years ago. A
little brown baby who was already
convicted without having even knowingly commiucd any crime, his only
crimes were being Black and poor.
During his presentation, he did not
condemn his oppressors; in fact, he
first-han-

expressed his disappointment with
those Blacks that made excuses for
not succeeding and who blamed others. He gave a brief history of some of
the reasons he and other minorities
are in the predicaments they are in.
While some people may believe that
the poor people waste tax dollars and
show the U.S. in an unfavorable light,

tunate and to realize there are no
bounds on any human life. His talk
also gave college students a motivational message as well as a challenge
to excel If a "walking statistic" can
enter a master's degree Program for
SocialWork at OhioStateand receive
a bachelor's degree from the University of Pittsburgh and can found the

by being lazy and stupid, Carl

Progressive Prisoner's Movement

Upchurch is an example of why condemning less fortunate people or just
writing them off is unwarranted. He
urged minorities to give the oppressors a reason to help with the problem;
to make it beneficial to them to help
uplift minorities.
He described himself as awalking
statistic- '- he was a poor Black male
in the ghetto, an elementary school
dropout, a convicted criminal, a drug
abuser and also a fugitive from the
Army during Vietnam.
His being on campus Thursday to
talk to students was reason enough to
inspire people to help others less for

(which is stationed out ofNew ark,OH)
after dropping outof the third grade
think of what someone that has not
had any major disasters in Cieir life
and has graduated from the College
of Wooster could do!
Carl Upchurch s objective, i ccord-in- g
to the posters pasted up itround
campus, was to speak on the Los
Angeles riots. He said that he believed that"Urban America'' had been
systematically cut off from mainstream society.
Note: Carl Upchurch was
by Dene, Dream and Harambee
program houses.
co-ypon-so- red

The Goliard makes its mark
ALANDENIRO
StaffWritfT
The Wooster campus has always
fostered its creadvity in a variety of
different ways. One such way that is
beginning to become a tradition on
campus is Goliard. the literary and art
magazine edited, published, designed
and written by Wooster students.
Outside sources seem to recognize
this as well. It was about a year ago
that Issue Two gained a Mark of Distinction in writing, design and editing
by the American College Press. Over
2000 college journals were submitted
in that competition. Yet just what is,
exactly, a "goliard?" The name has
ties to our college's Scottish roots; it
is actually a raiher archaic name for a
roaming minstrel in Scotland medieval times, wandering from village to
village telling stories.
As for the contemporary Goliard, it
was created about four years ago as a
place where "writers can be known on
campus," according to
Dana DeWeese, who has been involved since the magazine's inception. It is not only for poetry, fiction,
and artwork, however. "I would like
to increase the amount of
submissions, as well as publish some
LS. excerpts and literary critiques,"
DeWeese says. She hopes that the
shift will be made from being a literary magazine to a literary review,
with a greater diversity in submissions.
The size of the Goliard is projected
to be the same, about 80pages,but the
Editor-in-Chi- ef

non-ficti-on

estimated publication of February 6 is
earlier than last year by about a month.
That way, work can begin for the
1993-9- 4
issue this spring.
The Goliard involves itself in the
literary community on this campus in
fiction
other ways as well
and poetry readings were held last
semester which proved to be very
popular. Readings are once again
planned for spring semester, to be
held in the Babccck Lounge at times
and dates to be announced.
Unfortunately for many literary
magazines in Wooster's past, they
faded when all its original members
Bi-wee- kly

had graduted. But DeWeese, who
will graduate in May, says, I don't
see the magazine fizzling out after
next year."
A strong contingent of
has recently joined the staff, and the
Admissions Office recently procured
40 copies of the magazine in order to
encourage prospectives to possibly
work for it.
Anyone interested in submitting
artwork
fiction, poetry,
or LS.exorptsshouldmail their work
The
to DeWeese at box
deadline for submissions is Thursday, October 22.
first-yea- rs

non-fictio-
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Dana DeWeese is the current editor of the Goliard Magazine.
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What do you do with a major in. . .?

Urban Studies
LYDIA AMERSON
Features Editor
If the Los Angeles riots weren't enough to convince you that
students should be concerned with studying the urban environment,
then maybe this article will do the trick.
The city. What words come to mind? Culture, poverty,
ment, traffic, desolation, spirit, noise, diversity, crime, and activity
might be a few. All of these words can be used to describe the city.
It is a paradox a place filled with unending problems and endless
possibilities.

Why should someone major in urban studies at Wooster?
"Understanding the problems in America requires understanding
the problems in urban America," claimed department chair Eric
Moskowitz.
Working towards a major in urban studies can be frustrating,
demanding, and even scary at times, but it can also be very
rewarding. The major gives students a solid academic foundation
which allows them, after Wooster, to better relate to specific and real
human concerns in their careers and service.
Wooster's urban studies major is unique there are only a handful of undergraduate schools around the country that even offer this

major.
It is also special in its interdisciplinary approach. Because the
urban environment is so complex, understanding the issues requires
a look at all of the economic, political, and sociological forces at
work. A core curriculum in these fields as well as courses in social
science methodology are at the heart of the major.
An urban studies major is not allowed to do a senior LS. that only
looks at the economic or sociological factors of their topic, but must
synthesize many factors of the urban issue.
Another way in which the major is unique is that it requires the
students spend a semester off campus interning in a large city. This
d
exposure to urban problems, issues and
gives the majors
policies. The experience students gain from their field study is
unlike anything that could be taught by a professor in a class lecture.
The city becomes a "laboratory" enabling the students to take what
first-han-

they have learned from the classroom and apply it to the urban

environment
Last year majors interned in Portland, Philadelphia, Birmingham
and European cities. Their placements ran the gamut a law firm.the
chamber of commerce, a radio station, an artitetural firm, the
major's office, an enivommental group, and a social welfare agency
are only a few examples. Each placement was given according to
the students' interests and career goals.
Senior majors claim that one of the best part of their interships is
that they have received job offers for the summer and after school,
along with great recommendations for graduate schools. They also
warn anyone interested in the major to start planning as soon as they
can because there are many courses that must be included for the
major.
"The internship was a great experience and the centerpiece of the
major," claimed senior Eliza Culbertson. "You really had to learn
how to live on your own. You become totally immersed in all the
working to playing to networking. Cities
aspects of city life-fr- om
are so fancinating. I wouldn't trade it for any other major."
Urban studies majors traditionally go on to study or work in the
areas of law, business, architecture, planning, education, social
work, public administration and policy analysis. Wooster urban
studies alumni have become everything from ministers to bank
executives, from nurses to journalists.
But they all take with them an urban perspective a rich understanding of human interrelatedness and a passion to change what
they can in our society.
It seems the L.A. riots showed that right now the world could use
a few more urban studies majors.

EEEDJ-Hf-
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Emily's Animals
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AIDS quilt appears in D.C.

EMILY SILVERMAN
Chief Staff Writer
My mother didn't think it would work out
"Em, it's a small farming community there just aren't that many stray
animals running around.' Turns out she was wrong.
Il was the beginning of my sophomore year here ai Wooster. I warned
to get into some volunteer work to fill some extra time, and I missed my
cats, Maglooka (don't ask) and Miss Monday, who were far away in New
York. It was then that I toyed with the idea of volunteering some time at
an animal shelter. I'd tried it once, in seventh grade, and gave up after
having gone twice because all they let me do was scoop smelly cat food into
Doberman there that scared
dishes. In addition, there was an
the life out of me, and I came home smelling like sh (surprise, surprise!).
So I quit. What a wimp. I had such nerve calling myself an animal lover.
That year, sophomore year, I was worse, I didn't even bother to try. I got
things sophomores do, and blew it
bogged down in all the sophomore-is- h
off. I had "Call animal shelter" on my "To Do" lit for weeks, and it never
got done. Junior year was so hectic and rotten, the thought never even
crossed my mind. I don't get iL I go crazy over cats and dogs. So why was
I such a lazy schmuck?
This past summer, all that changed. I spent the summer in Ann Arbor,
Michigan, where someone told me they had seen on the news that some
juvenile delinquents had electrocuted a stray cat (yes, on purpose). The cat
was okay, and the brats were in deep poop, but I cracked. I could only stop
crying long enough to drive to Meijer and buy a bag each of dog and cat
food. I felt desperate, like I had to do something. Reader, you're gonna kill
me, but I never got around to bringing the food to a shelter.
The good news is, by the time I got back to Wooster, I was so fed up with
myself that I got right on the horn the Erst day of classes, called the Wayne
County Humane Society , and spoke to the director. I asked her if she could
use a little food (hell, yeah) and a volunteer. I went in, filled out some forms,
stepped into the back to check out the beauties who live there, and the rest
was history.
My time spent at the shelter is sad, happy, exhausting, and exhilarating.
I don't do much of the "dirty work," because that's all done in the morning
when we're all falling asleep in class. Instead, my main task is to
"socialize" the pups and kitties. That translates into cuddling cats and
walking dogs, but that's no easy task. Every time I go there, I'm hell bent
on coming into contact with every single animal, leaving none ignored.
That means I've got two hours to give everyone as much love as I can. The
staff are busy beyond belief getting the animals adopted, cleaning up,
dealing with the vet, and generally running things. They give their charges
as much attention as possible, but that's where volunteers come in.
I tend to stick to the same schedule every time I go in: I play with the adult
cats (letting them out of their cages one sex at a time, know what I mean?),
let the kittens climb all over me, frolic in the fenced-i- n area with the
puppies, and, finally, walk the adult dogs on leashes. The dogs are dying
to get out for walks, so they're pretty, uh, enthusiastic hain't easy walking
a German shepherd the size of a horse. But I manage. It's worth iL
Working at the shelter has, I hope, brightened the animals days a bit,but
it's also done wonders for me. Before, I loved cats, but I was terrified of
dogs, and I hated visiting someone's home and having their dog charge and
jump me. But for some reason, I leapt right into this and I wasn't scared
for a second. And guess what? One of my favorite little pals (actually , she's
huge) is a beautiful Rotweiler, not a notoriously friendly breed. But Baby
is more than friendly. She's just plain sweet. The shelter's director politely
warned me about volunteers getting attached, but it's too late. I can't fight
the urge to take them all home with me. As the weeks fly by, I'm starting
to really feel a part of things. I've been given more tasks, like giving
puppies flea baths, in addition to my other activities. Thestaffallknowmy
name, and people who come looking for a pet ask me if I work there. I say,
"I'm just a volunteer," but I like the sound of that.
Volunteering there is a natural high. It feels sad sometimes - people tell
me, "I couldn't do that, it would break my heart" - and I still come home
smelling like sh , but that's not a good enough excuse for not doing it I
hope Xi Chi Psi and Delta Theta Psi keep volunteering there for their
program. I know I'll be there every Friday. Like my mother told me, "It's
great what you're doing; now they need you, so don't fink out on them."
I won't
evil-looki-
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Party at the Underground,
Friday, October 16 at
10:00 pjn.
$0.75 per person. Proceeds go to the Wayne
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Soci-

ety.
Steve Jones and Hawk
will DJ all night
Please come and dance
all night fora good cause.
The Wooster Dance
Company and members
of the Men's Soccer team
will be participating
together m dance and
soccer seminars. The
dance seminar wll be
held Thursday, October
29,' with the soccer game
to be played Sunday, , ;
,

photo by BETSY O'BRIEN

Senior Jason Gleason and junior Elinor Cobnrn admire the AIDS
QuDt in Washington D.C. last weekend. The quilt was displayed in
its entirety.

November X. Dance
seminars can be given to

any athletic team Ccsv
tact Meredith
,
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Moved from downtown location...

CLASSIC IMPORTS
Selling tapestries, jewelry, pants, scarves, doll dresses

at wholesale price?!
In Wooster...
262-527-

7

New Address:
2018 Great Itails Dr.
(behind the EconoLodge on Rt 30...call for directions)
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In search of the American Dream They'redancingasfastastheycan
Date: October 16, 1992
To: Jason Gindele,
From: J. Jenne, Associate Editor
Re: Naming names
There's an ill wind blowing this
evening. Ukeamidnight train through
a quiet subway, this week has been
ominous in ways mat even Christopher Columbus or Mary Mamlin could
possibly comprehend.
As my good friend and drinking
buddy George Bush would say, "Been
a tough week took a few blows a
had some tough
few close calls
through.'
He may be our exalted leader Jason, but even
times
we'll pull
you have to admit that the man is incapable of speaking in complete
sentences...though he has been known in the midst of drug seizures to babble
in weird tongues.
And what of you and your editorial sense? Face it big guy, you goofed, bit
the big one, and barely escaped going over the high side on that last turn.
Naming names? I don't know Jason, sounded to me like you've been reading
real papers. You know, the ones where their first priority when reporting a
news story isn't: "Well, I don't know, who is this going to offend? Wedon't
want to offend anybody."
You were a maverick in your time, but you know I can't stand completely
behind you on this one. You went a little to far, perhaps gone wiggy on your
own hubris. I do know that, because we are a paper, and we are all working
for the common good of the Voice, that even if I didn't like your decision to
run the column, I do support you in light of the good job you and Lauren arc
doing running the paper this year.
And I got to admit you were right when you said that this campus wigs out
too easily. Take a look at some of the letters we get at this paper each week
and you'll see some of the insane things people will write for their fifteen
minutes of fame.
But don't worry, things are bound to improve, even if the Bucs lost, we're
still walking to Pittsburgh in search of the American Dream and a better brand
ofTequila. (Remember that night when you went nuts on the Jose Cuervoand
sacked that hole old couple under the delusion that you had mysteriously,
magically become "Mean" Joe Greene?)
We've got nary a thing to worry about. Bush and those whiny fools running
his campaign will get mauled like bleeding sheep in shark infested water come
November, and frankly, I will be there to laugh. Personally I hope the first
things the Democrats do upon gaining entrance to the White House is strip
Bond and Matalin of all clothing and personal effects and run them screaming
through the streets followed closely by men on horseback bearing leather
whips and stinging nettles. I know what you going to say Jason; It may not
be sane, but at least it won't be boring.
Editor-in-Chi- ef

-

The liberal arts involve

the study

of human achievements in extending
the boundaries of knowledge - of efforts to comprehend the unknown, to
formulate values, to evolve and express a sense of human understanding. Wooster believes that such study
will provide the best means of acquiring the capacity and perspective necessary in our complex and
dt, ..J
rat
world and the insight and vision to
shape the future." --The College of
Wooster Catalogue 1990-9- 1
What a profound sentiment, unless of course, one happens to be a dance
major or someone interested in taking a dance class. It seems as though there
is some question as to whether or not there will continue to be a dance instructor
or dance track here at Wooster.
I realize this might not be an immediate concern for most students, as the
majority of us are not dance majors. I myself am not, nor have I ever taken a
dance class. In fact, I can't dance. But this does not mean that this issue is
irrelevant for us.
Part of the reason I am here is the College's commitment to diversity and
opportunities in education. While the dance program itself might not be
important to me, the fact that it exists is important. It reflects the school's
dedication to a "liberal arts" education, as does every discipline. The removal
of one reflects a weakening of the whole.
Therefore, I feel it is imperative that we question the actions of the College
and demand that some discussion take place. Call me crazy, but I have this idea
that the College belongs to the students as much as anyone else.
We should be worried when the Dean ofFacul ty can say, "It is not an accurate
characterization to say that the dance program has been 'cut...EPC was not
able to renew the present configuration of the position in dance" (Wooster
Voice, Oct 9, 1 992). Quick, somebody call George Orwell. Such a blatant use
of "doublespeak" is outrageous and insulting. Why is there always the desire
to divert discussion through the addition of syllables? Someone is dead whether
pro
or not you "kill" them or "cease their respiratory and
cesses.
It is also worrisome that faculty (and not just in dance) are being sacrificed
while we watch a major remodeling of Kenarden take place and hear talk of a
n
dollar addition to the library.
True, I do not know the "financial specifics" and maybe it is not so simple
an issue, but unless we have some information on how the College decides
these monetary matters, the image is disturbing.
So, let's ask questions. Where does all the money go? What other options are
there? Who is deciding these things? If it is a matter of student comfort, then
staircases.
can do without microwaves and fireplaces and
see Mattison on page 9
ever-changi-
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Marriage not something Voice considered "liberally biased"
to be considered lightly

A small letter of response to October 9th's Viewpoint article entitled.
"The Absurdity of Marriage.'It was
both nauseating and infuriating. I
cling to the hope it was meant to be
If, in fact, you are
serious. Mason, a couple of points:
A wife is not your sex toy to be
tried out and returned if you are not
"compatible." Nor is she a renewable subscription you discard like a
tongue-in-chee-

k.

borrowed book after your
committment has run out Your absurd ideas insult the sanctity, degrade the integrity , and overlook the
beauty of marriage. They indicate a
personal lack of strength, conviction, and hope further verifying that
the institution of marriage is not the
problem; it is the distorted, perverse.

and insidious uses for which people
use it. Marriage is not "a stiff necked
ethic that has contributed to our self
destruction and emptiness;" lack of
personal conviction has done that.
and deAnyone with
votion can simply laugh, shake his
or her head, and toss your little article, aside. So take your hopelessness, your sex s
and your temporary leases and shoe them to a
young couple in love; show them to
an elderly couple who have spent
their lives together; show them to
the couplers children; and show them
to God. Maybe one of them can
reach you and help you. But Mason,
never again show them to me.
Christy Evans, Assistant
Women's Basketball Coach
self-respe-

ct

try-out-

letter

" . .your editorial was junk"

Dear Mr. Gindcle.
You definitely got me simmering.
Haven't you learned about slander
yet? Let me refresh your memory.
According to my pal Webster, slander is defined as, "the utterance of
false charges or misrepresentations
which defame or damage another's
reputation." (1106) What about the
concept of libel? Familiar withit?
Webstersums this one up pretty well
also; "a statement or representation
published without just cause and
tending to expose another to public
contempt." (687)
As editor of a newspaper you
should possess enough common
sense to know what you wTute in
your editorial was junk. Using space
in this paper to justify yourself seems
pretty seif- - righteous and to bring
other people into this who not only
had nothing to do with it, but are no
longer part of the College community seems pretty unprofessional.
This supid and, in my opinion. rather
insignificant little hattlc over who
gets more press seems pretty child

like to me.
In your editorial you challenged
people to "relax, to try to bite their
lip and deal withit." Jason, passivity
never solved anything. I find it hard
to sit back and relax while you slander people and claim it your editorial
opinion. That is just wrong. Granted,
both you and the other party involved may have valid arguments
but it is in poor taste for you to use
your "privelege" to get the last word.
I am not trying to personally attack
you (god forbid), but rather to give
you some insights from someone
who cannot sit hack and relax because this is the kind of stuff that
pisses me off and if I want to do
something about it then I damn well
will. That doesn't mean I'm locking
for attention or trying to right a!l the
wrongs on thus campus. I am not
trying to change anything. I am
trying to encourage you to c " some
common sense when using your editorial license. In the long run. well
all be better off.
Chn.stuia Bach, junior

continues to seek students and faculty to serve
on its core committee. This group meets once
monthly with the editors to discuss the content
and production of The Voice. Interested
students or faculty members should contact
The Voice at campus box 3187 or ext. 2598.

I am writing in response to the

so-call- ed

column that is printed weekly
in your very obviously liberally biased paper. I would rather not drop
to your paper's level and I know that
most of the REAL AMERICANS
on this campus won't even read this
because we blow your garbage paper off as liberal propaganda. However, I feel that the fallacious attacks

brought forth weekly by one
Jeremiah Jenne need to be addressed.
First of alL it seems that Jeremiah
gets off on ripping on other people.
Quick question Jeremiah: Where do
you get off calling Christians and
other people that love our savior

Jesus

Christ,

crippled?"

"intellectually

I think in God's eyes if

there is anyone "intellectually
crippled" then it must be you. I truly
do not think God sees anyone in this
way, but if he does then I'd have to
say that you are at the top of his IisL
Please don't get the wrong impression of me as I am not what you
woud coin a religious fanatic or anything. I don't even go to church
every weekend, but I do believe that
someone should stand up for those
of us that were brought up the proper
way and believe in God on this campus.
I could probably write a book on
all the fallacious attacks this paper
prints weekly, but I'll start with some
of Jeremiah's How can you call the
leader of our country "a hopeless

fool,

fundamentally

stupid,

unitelligent,orapoorbastard?" What
does this say about how you see the
greatest country in the world,
Jeremiah? If you have so many
problems with our leaders and our
people then why don't you justmove
to another country? Our president is
a very intelligent person and whether
it be Bill Clinton or George Bush
come November it is clear that both
are very intelligent Are you going
to Yale or Georgetown? I don't think
so. Wooster is a great school but
everyone knows that we are not exactly in the Ivy League.
Speaking of our school, lay off the
football team, Jeremiah. A lot of
people see our school through its
athletic program and it is up to the
students here to support these programs to the fullest. We may not be
Miami or Notre Dame, but our football team works hard just like the
rest of us athletes. And Jeremiah,
my friend, I don't see you out there
going through hell everyday, so just
lay the hell off of us!
It is already obvious that you have
very little respect for your fellow
students but I think it is also clear
that you don't have much respect for
people in general. Saying that another has "no redeem ing social qualities" clearly shows this. Every person in our society has something to
contribute, whether they be an usher
at a ballpark or the chairperson of the

Republican Party. Jeremiah, you
come off as a very small and hateful
person which in my opinion totally
discredits most of what you have to
say. Jeremiah, I thinkyou are a very
empty person inside and I will pray
that someday you find a little love in
your heart
Enough about my good friend
Jeremiah. The other thing that concerns me about this paper and about
this campus in general is how the
true minority here is treated. This
minority, of course, is the conservatives. From Day One we are treated
like total crap and constantly ripped
on about how our views aren't "politically correct."
People don't treat us with any
respect whatsoever and they always
try to blame all of society's problems
on us. I have on my door a Bush
Quayle"92sign. And guess howlong
it took for someone to write "read
my lips" on it? Let's just say I was at
work for three hours and when I
returned my sign was marked to hell
with quotations about our president.
I guess I expected that from this
campus, but over the next two days
I put up two more signs on my door
and they were destroyed as well. I
then decided that the best thing to do
was to leave my marked sign on my
door so everyone could see how
mature the liberals here at Wooster
really are.
Nathan J. Noy, junior

tetter

Recycling a waste? A response to Bielski
regret that my article, which was your article do? Is food not wasted
purely my own, peTSTCC'jve and in- anymore? Are the Persian G ulf deaths
easier to deal with for your readers?
sight, has seem ingly produced a negaI
hesitate to believe, There's lots of stuff going on in the
tive reaction.
though, that it had no positive impact world that we can't change but who
Most of the people who I've talked to savs we can't do a little something. I
saw it for what it was; me humoring know about the waste here. I've seen
myself and something that I'm in- it working in Food Service.
I agree that printing lots more pavolved in to let people know aKiul the
positivity of The College of Wooster pers than is neeJcd is a waste. People
should, and do (in fact) pass around
R?vr;!"K Program.a
The
Voice. The Editors, "tolerate this
is
in
First
the article
disclaimer.
drivel"
and the opposing drivel in
"No this is not another self serving
"Special to the Voice" article that vourarticle.Suifan.bccause The Voice
portrays the recycling club's daily is a forum for free speech. You're
mission to save the Earth." I, myself right, the recycling situation is not
what it should be. I'm sorry that it is
am not out to save the world. I actually like ("God forbid") being involved so taxing for you to walk around a
in the Recycling Program. That reaimer to find a trash can. But, If you
minds me of a quote one of my read my article three weeks ago, you'd
housemates has on his door, "I get know that 60 of the waste stream is
tired of people who are trying to save recyclable. The cost being paid for
the world. The older I get, the more recyclables is far below what it should
Yes!
suspicious I am of them. I'd like to see be.
The economical
underpinings
nothing to do with
have
individuals
a movement where
try to
idealogical
devotion.
And
fix themselves before they tackle the This
world." Patricia Moore, editor of personally, I enjoy going outside to
Garbage magazine. What good did see trees, not stumps. You're wrong
I

-

when you say, "Garbage and the per
ceived lack of landfill space is a political problem, not an environmental
one." And nuclear waste isn't an
environmental problem. A landfill
destroys any "environment" where it
residcsJt seems that in your world
v iew, paper wouldn't be recycled because "we have more trees" and cities
would be built on stumps feeding off
Aluminum, "the most plentiful element in the Earth's crust", and garbage cans would be placed every ten
feet wherever you traveled. I agree,
energy is wasted, food Is wasted, lives
are wasted (in the Persian Gulf and
starving Ethiopia.) but that has nothing to do with the daily choice to
recycle. It's unfortunate that your
writing, wit and satire wasn't used to
illuminate the problem. Instead, it
slammed a good will gesture to promote positive change to eradicate the
problem. Did your article do anything positive? Maybe you should
have titled your article; Change, Responsibility: Just a big waste.
Shannon D. Peery, junior
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I'm a Chicken Hawk and I want to be President

Last week plagued by "ideological extremity 99

RYAN E. BAXTER
A friend asked what I thought of Ross Perot's "execution in Sunday's
debate."
I said it would have been a good idea.
into the campaign is, at best, a botched piece of pimp work.
Perot's
At worst it's an appalling stab at sincerity. His whole Washington "outsider"
image is abit stale. The man has known every president since Lyndon Johnson.
Why, Ross is such an everyman that he even contributed millions of dollars to
Richard Nixon's campaign in '72. Sounds like an outcast to me. It's hard to
conceive why anybody would believe in this bozo, much less deify him.
Notwithstanding, 47 percent of folks polled chose Perot as the winner of
Sunday's debate. What he won is not quite clear at this juncture, but the
statistics indicate that Perot still has some air left in his head.
Perot, moreover, still has ardent supporters scattered about the hinterlands.
wart, is a prime
Howard Stem, renowned radio personality and
giant
intellectual
is
recall,
the
Stem,
you
if
example of Perot's enduring appeal.
behind the "Fartman" concept.
Perot should feel grateful for Stern's endorsement It's difficult to get an
celebrity these days. George Bush, for instance,
endorsement from a real-lif- e
has to settle for Chuck Heston's support.
however, is this: Perot said nothing new on Sunday.
The bottom-linObviously the economy has seen better days. It doesn't take the wisdom of
is whining
Socrates to figure out that the times are bad when a
about financial issues.
Perot is nothing more than an ornery little squid who has mastered the
jokes. Remember, Perot is the same man who has
dubious art of one-liproven to America that he has balls by speaking as if someone were twisting
them.
He is no more significant than the psychotic "Chicken Hawk" character on
Loony Toons. The Chickenhawk constantly stalks Foghorn Leghorn and that
unarmed but bewildered weasel. (Stay with me folks, I know this is a tenuous
analogy). Hmm, Foghorn Clinton? Weasel Bush?
Perot, being a good Texan, should realize that he can't fit ten pounds of
dung into a five pound sack. Sometimes retreat is the better part of valor.
You're nuts Ross, get help.

Last week's Voice caught my attention in a way few previous issues had.
This was mainly due to the ideological
extremity of the articles and letters
dealing with marriage and families. I
found myself more and more stunned
at the statements made by wither
or Greenwich Coffee House liberals. While I tend to
have Democratic views, I hope to
present some ideas that moderate both
positions.
The Republican Party platform (and
one of last week's letters) claims that
the only "right" way to have a family
is with a mother and a father. This
obviously ignores the fact that some
parents are too violent or apathetic to
be mothers and fathers. Republicans
claim that giving children rights (as
Hilary Clinton and other Democratic
lawyers have tried to do) should be
stopped because it could tear families
apart How many countless children,
without any voice in the U.S. court
system have died due to abuse and
years? I
poverty in the Reagan-Bus- h
suppose that as long as both a mother
and father are present, then child abuse,
alcoholism, and adultery will simply
go away. Unfortunately, this is exactly the type of "magic wand" that
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'Til take a cot on the quad"

If "creature comforts" mean losing educational opportunities, then I'll take a
cot on the Quad.
This is not meant to be a vindictive article, nor does it seek to divide the
campus between administrators and students. Rather, it is written to express
concern, both mine and others. This situation is causing some students to
question the College's priorities and thus their decisions to attend Woostcr.
One can't help wondering, "What next?"
Dance is an integral part of the theater department, and the Dance Company
has been an integral part of the College and the community for several years.
Many students, not simply theater majors, have enjoyed and looked forward to
being able to take a dance or movement class. The possibility of dance classes
is offered to prospective students (note the picture in the latest Viewbook).
These recent decisions affect many people, and some communication is
needed. Otherwise our education is being shaped without our input Are
students and their interests the main concern of the College, or are we here
simply to inhabit the remodeled buildings and smile for the college brochure
pictures? There has been enough dancing around the issues, let's have an open
and honest discussion.
As our catalogue says of Wooster students, "They learn to ask the important
question, to cut through irrelevance to the heart of issues, and ultimately to
shape knowledge into vision and action" (COW Catalogue, 1990-- 1). Now is
the time to ask the important question, and to demand an answer.
9

700-clubconservat-

ives

the Rupublican Party thrives on.
The idea that one party supports the
family and one does not is insane. The
Republican Party has done absolutely
nothing to help the average American
family, not has the Democratic Party
done anything to tear it apart Turning
the term "family values" into an issue
is the smokescreen of this election.
The BushQuay le ticket hopes to hide
its incompetence in domestic issues
by claim ing that the Democratic Party
is against the American family and
will try to tear it apart
While the Republican Party has
done much to aid the wealthy of our
country, the middle class family has
seen little benefit And, with the
institution of "trickle down" economics, poor families have seen the already meager trickle of aid slow to a
drop and then stop altogether. How
can promoting "Leave it to Beaver"
ideas of family help the suffering of
millions of Americans? The fact that
"family values" is an issue at all shows
how out of touch the BushQuayle
ticket is with regard to its citizens.
At the other end of the political
spectrum was the stunning article
claiming that marriage should eventually be abolished and that
.

pre-ma- ri

tal sex should be mandated. Sex in no
way determines the compatibility of a
couple. The statement that marriages
endduetoa'sexual mismatch" misses
the point of marriage entirely. In this
day and age, couples seem to wed
because of sex. As soon as the love
and committment side to life together
becomes apparent, the relationship
ends in divorce. If men and women
would wait to discover the emotional
side of a relationship before they rush
into the physical side, I have nodoubts
that the divorce rate would fall.
In other words, I find the two views
presented in last week's Voice distasteful. One view tried to portray the
Republican Party as a moral party
supporting "family values." I claim
that "family values" is an insubstantial and hypocritical issuethat ignores
the true problems of America. The
other view suggested imposing
lifestyles on all citizens. The
idea of lifestyle regulations died with
the fall of communists and fascists -we should not attempt to resurrect it
In my opinion, we, as voters should
turn to issues that deal not with our
lives but with our country and its
future.
Matthew Herman, sophomore
free-livi-
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Four more years of mom and dad

'
'
RYAN D. BURGESS
Since this is parents' weekend, I thought I would tie in how voting for Clinton will lead college students to see
parents everyday after they graduate. Additionally, for you parents: Take heed to this article as welL It directly
involves you too. But first, let's briefly review this past week.
This first two debates of the week went as predicted. President Bush, though consistent and steady, lacks the
Quayle thoroughly mauled,
charismatic personality to deliver a crushing blow to Clinton.
never admit it Quayle's
will
media
Though
Gore.
the
Two, Al
pummeled, and embarrassed
performance may have been the "homerun" everyone is looking for in the Bush campaign. Now it's up to the
President to expand or at least maintain Quayle's intensity. This is yet to be seen.
However, putting aside the important issues of character and trust, which Quayle brilliantly raised, the pressing
issue is what the next President will do to strengthen the economy which is plagued by a stubborn recession.
I would like to do something which has been very popular during this campaign: Draw a parallel to another
President In 1963, President Kennedy faced a recession, a deficit, and a balanced budget crisis. He knew that to
combat all these factors, a tax incentive program is the most powerful weapon against them. He stated in a national
"a tax cut means more
and I hope my grandmother forgives me for quoting a Kennedy
television appearance
jobs for American workers; more after tax money means more buying power for consumers and investors: and this
means more production and the jobs our nation needs." Who offers this line of attack now? George Bush does.
Kennedy continues to back tax cuis by stating, "Every businessman can keep a higher percentage of his profits
in his cash register or put it to work or improving his business, and as the national income grows, the federal
government will ultimately end up with more revenues. Prosperity is the real way to balance our budget." Who
business owner? George Bush does.
offers enterprise zones, which cut capital gains taxes for the inner-cit- y
Obviously we see that along these lines, the only thing Clinton has in common with his presidential idol is they
both couldn't stay faithful to their wives
candidate. Clinton's plans, on the other hand, will devastate our
It is clear that President Bush is the
plan (socialism in disguise),
defense cuts, health-car- e
lost
due
Clinton's
to
all
the
up
jobs
you
add
economy. If
1
.8
million
lost immediately.
jobs
over
will
there
be
few,
a
name
hikes,
just
to
medical leave plan, and tax
This directly affects college students and their parents. For all the seniors who are graduating this year: If you
would like the opportunity of finding a job, I would not vote for Clinton. If you think the job search looks grim now,
you haven't seen anything yet
What does this correlate to? How about shacking up with mom and dad for a few more years after graduation?
Not to frown upon parents, because we do know how important families are. Right?
So if college students don't start chanting "four more years" for President Bush, it will result in four more years
of living with mom and dad. Think about it parents!
Vice-Preside-
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Parents5 Weekend events include musical
comedy, bluegrass, and 'New Age Vaudeville'

Friday, October 16
It's Parents' Weekend! If you
dare, bring your parents to the
Underground for Happy Hour
from 5 to 6:45. The Wright
Brothers will entertain you and
your parents with their zany acrobatics at 8 p.m. in McGaw.
The video, B ugsy, will be shown
at the Underground at 8 p.m. for
Or take your folks bowling at the Scot Lanes Red Pin
Special from 1 1 pjn. win
free games!
S-5-

0.

9--

Saturday, October 17
Harrison Ford appears in Witness at 7:30 and again at 10 pjn.
in Mateer for SI. Danny
McCarthy will be featured at

,

the Spotlight Showcase at
Mom's Truckstop from 10 pjn.
12 a.m. Scot Lanes Midnight
Special from 1 1 pjn. - 12:30
a.m. features one-ha- lf
price
bowling and free shoe rental!

Sunday, October 18
The classic film Europa,
Europa will be shown at Mateer
at 7:30 pjn. for free!

Wednesday, October 21
Brat Pack Night at the Underground! See Pretty in Pink at
8 pjn. and St Elmo's Fire at 1 0
pjn. For S JO you can see the
likes of Molly Ringwald, Jon
Cryer, Demi Mooore, Judd
Nelson and others!!!

Thursday, October 22
Until Someone Wakes Up will
be in the Lo wry Lounge at 1 1
a.m. It is a production telling the
stories of many women and men
who have been raped by people
they knew and trusted. This
production is funny, moving and
disturbing - Don't miss it!
00

.--

RAISE A COOL

1000
INJUSTONEWEEKI
PLUS $1000 FOR THE

MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost

1-800-532-

You alao get FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
jurt for calling
-0528,

Ext 65

SHAWN PERRY
A & E Editor
This weekend Wooster will become overrun with parents and relatives alike coming back to see how
their little Susiesand Johnnies are
getting through a new year at College. And of course, we wouldn't
want them to think that their children are getting bored at this fine
institution, would we?! With that in
mind, Wooster will be jam packed
this weekend with numerous events
that will surely appeal to both parents and students.
What do you get when you put the
Marx Brothers, a Swiss watch, an
Olympic athlete, a three-rin- g
circus
and a Chagall original into a blender?
Probably something similar to The
Wright Brothers. Tonight The
Wright Brothers will bring their
unique blend of humor and acrobatic zaniness to McGaw Chapel
beginning at 8 pjn.
Not to be confused with the famous aviator siblings ofKitty Hawk,
n
the Wright Brothers are a
circus act that do everything from
miming and vaudeville slapstick
comedy to juggling and dancing.
They are considered by many to
a "new age vaudeville."
Relying on such props as plungers, kazoos and roller skates, and
utilizing their mime talents in such
n
skits as a parody of a
foot race done to the tune of "Chariots of Fire," the physical aspect of
their act provides a hilarious and
enjoyable show.
The group consists of members
(not real brothers) Jack Golden, Sam
Kilbourn, Garry Krinsky, Jody
Scalise and Lenny Zarcone and
five-ma-

Photo provMed by SAB

rep-icsc- iit

The Wright Brothers, winners of the 1987 International Mime and Clown
Festival, will bring their zany combination of comedy, mime and acrobatic
talent to McGaw Chapel tonight at 8 p.m. as part of the festivities for

Parents' Weekend.

slow-motio-

draws crowds across the country with
its original form of physical humor
and
ensemble performing.
"The Wright brothers give new

the public.

Tomorrow, the popular blue grass
band Northwest Territory will perform in Lowry Pit from 1 1:30 a.m.
until 1 p.m. The group has performed for enthusiastic crowds all
over the Midwest, with its infectious
blend of bluegrass, country and gos-

pel music with smooth vocal harmod
nies. Their lively and
show is further enhanced by the true
musicianship of its four members.
The lead singerguitarist and primeaning to the word 'clowning.' mary song writer for the group is
and tight,
Their act is
none other than Mike Gorrell, the
making the seemingly spontaneous director of the College Post Office.
actions they perform all the more Gorrcll's musical background spans
amazing," says Nancy Delia Rocco, 25 years with numerous live shows
producer of the First Light in Bosand radio and television specials
ton.
under his belt. He also plays the
In fact, it was their comedic talroles of emcee and stage manager of
ents and individual strengths which
the group.
won them first place in the 1987
Bass player and singer Ed Ferris
International Mime and Clown Fesalso brings 27 years as a "bluegrass
tival. They have also received rave ' legend" to the musical experience of
reviews at a number of colleges inthe group. His playing has been
cluding Dartmouth College, Yale heard on more than 70 albums and
University, The University of Conhas won him numerous awards and
necticut and Pennsyl vania S tate
fans across the country.
The show is free and open to
Michelle Blizzard's fiddle has be
well-craft-

ed

well-rehears-

ed

Uni-versi-

ty.

fast-pace-

come a trademark of the group with
her astonishing and musically-pleasin- g
style. Blizzard's vocals are also
a complement to the sweet harmonies the group is known for.
And what would a bluegrass band
be without a banjo? Radford Vance
fills the role perfectly not only as a
competent accompanist, but also as
an extraordinary soloist His playing and vocals are a definite asset to
the group. Their performance is sure
to be enjoyed by all ages.

Finally,

comedian

Danny

McCarthy will perform in the Spotlight Showcase at Mom's truck stop

tomorrow evening at 10 p.m.
McCarthy has been a popular act on
the college circuit for seven years
(including a previous visit to
Wooster). His act incorporates song
and dance with audience participation that has been described as an
"outstanding" and "energetic" crowd
p leaser. The show is free and open
to the public.
SAB and the Dean's Office are
proud to sponsor all of these entertaining events for Parents'

Joint concert for
Parents' Weekend
RUTH BERRY
Staff Writer
As part of the activities sched
uled for Parents' Weekend, three
ofWooster's musical performance
groups will give a joint concert
this Saturday night in McGaw
Chapel beginning at 7:30 pjn. The
stage will be shared by the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra, the Wooster
Chorus, and the Wooster Jazz Ensemble, and each group will be
giving its first campus performance
of the year.
First up is the Wooster Sym
phony Orchestra (WSO) under the
direction o fJeffrey Lindberg , Musk Director and Conductor. The
WSO is in its 77th season and is
currently composed of students,
community members, and one faculty member. The group will be
performing two works: "Overture
to Serniramide," by Gicacchino
Rossini, and "TGV," by Steven
Winteregg, which is a piece de
picting the sound and movement
of a French rapid train called the
TGV. The WSO has three additional concerts scheduled this semester, two of which will feature
guest soloists and one of which
will also feature the winner or
winners of the WSO Student Cess
certo Competition to be held in
November.
Second in the concert order is
the Wooster Chorus under the direction of John Russell. This group
is a four-pa- rt
mixed chorus currently composed of 50 college students.
The Wooster Chorus will perform four pieces, ranging from a
sixteenth-centur- y
madrigal to a
contemporary setting of a spiri
tual. In addition to giving an an

nual Christmas concert, the
Wooster Chorus also goes on tour
during Spring Break of every year.
This year, St Louis and Atlanta
are among the major cities the
group will visit.
The Wooster Jazz Ensemble will
be the last group to perform. Also

under the direction of Jeffrey
Lindberg, this ensemble is made
up of 21 students. The group will
be performing several pieces, in
cluding works by Billy Byers,

Sammy Nestico, and arranger
Frank Man tooth. The Wooster
Jazz Ensemble is also known to
feature special guest players and
sometimes student vocalists in its
performances. The group has
anotherperformance scheduled for
November.

.
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play review

Play project addresses date rape

Earnest drags, but still enjoyable
ADITYA REGE
Staff Writer
The Importance of Being Earnest
is a play about the melodramatic
tradition of the 19th century. The
playwright Oscar Wilde is trying to
satirize this tradition and the director, Anastasia Nikolopoulou, has
tried to see how she could extend
this situation to the 1990's.
Earnest is a satire on traditional
British conventions. Oscar Wilde,
through his script, has brought out
the hilarity of the formality that dominated over 19th century society. John
Worthing, who sometimes likes to
be called Earnest (No! he's not a

schizophrenic) and his friend
Agernon Moncrieff, played by Brian
Pollack and Andy Cobb respectively,
are the two protagonists of the play.

They are in love with Gwendoline
Fairfax (Heather Mroczkowski) and
Cecily Cardew (Shannon Sheehan.)
In comes Lady Bracknell, played by
Jennifer Seaman, the "propah" society woman who obviously objects to
the alliance. To add a few more
twists to the plot. Miss Prism (Laurel
Springer) and Rev. Canon Chasuble
(William Shiffman) have been generously thrown in .
Act One, set in Moncrieff s flat,
tends to tediously drag at times. Andy
Cobb as Moncrieff did seem a little
uncomfortable at the beginning, but

as the play moved on, especially into
Acts Two and Three, he brought out
even the less obvious factors of bis
character with complete ease. Brian
Pollock as John Worthing was an
outstanding example of good casting as his personal appearance
complemented his character.
Heather Mroczkowski and Shannon Sheehan retain the essence of
their characters marvelously. Both
have done a very good job with their
roles though it will be interesting to
see if they can retain the physical
ease with which they execute their
roles for the remaining shows.
The talk of the evening however
was Jennifer Seaman, though she
did overdo the "society bitch" at
times. Her "high society" facial
expressions and movements provided some of the more entertaining
moments throughout the play.
Dale Seeds, Wooster's veteran
scene designer, created a setting
which effectively complemented
Kim Vaughn's costumes serving to
emphasize the historical connotations of this play.
The design concept recreated the
traditional 19th century procenium
stage as well as a second stage which
generated the illusion of a toy theatre. The conventions of this illusion were well accepted by die

SHAWN PERRY

A&EEditor

Everything from the carpeting
right down to the gentlemen's ties
were either red or blue, signifying
the image of the Union Jack. The
lighting did not present any interesting moments other than its primary
duty of lighting up the stage.
The piano underlays were performed live, thus enhancing the
mechanisms of the 19th century
melodramatic traditions. This is

something

that

Date rape is a serious issue in our society. The controversial and
consequential nature of mis topic in fact is such that talking about it becomes
alike. The issue had
an uncomfortable situation for victims and
become so concerning to Carolyn Levy, Theater Professor at Macalester
College in St. Paul, Minnesota, that she decided to do something about it, in
the form of a play. The result of her direction and writing produced Until
Someone WakesMe tp,aplay which examines the topic of date rape through
a series of vignettes. The play will be performed next Thursday, October 22
in Lowry Main Lounge beginning at 1 1 ajn.
The project originated as an assignment in Levy's playwriting workshop.
Students were told to develop a theater piece based on original research
w hichwed be conducted as acollaborative effort by the class. In the class,
the subject of dale rape came up frequently as an urgent issue expressed by
college students. "I chose the subject after talking to a lot of students about
what was going on on campus and what was going in the community," said
Levy. "One in four worsen on a college campus are or will be the victims
statistic for me."
of rape or attempted rape. That was a
Coupled with the fact that date rape was recognized on Macalester's
campus, Levy motivated her class to transfer the issue from classroom to the
stage. Student response to the project on campus was enormous. A number
of men and women signed up for the course to take part in the tirnely project
Students were then subjected to videos and books, played children's games
that defined sex roles and conducted interviews with more than 30 victims
of rape or attempted rape. "One thing we really looked at when working on
the play was the way which our society has given us messages about what
it is to be a woman, what it is to be a man, what it is to be on a date, and how
in some cases there are mixed messages," Levy said.
The acts in the play look at gender rc4es,ielationshirjs, and social pressures
which contribute to possible rape situations. The use of clever dialogue and
a bit of humor helps enliven and suppress the complexities involved in
addressing this topic By looking at both the victim and perpetrator
perspectives, the situation is defined in two different views which will leave
the audience questioning their attitudes on relationships and the stereotypes
connected with them.
The play opened at Macalester College in March of 1992, the beginning
of a six day sold out performance run. The Dramatic Arts and Dance
Department of Macalester College is now taking the show on tour with the
goal of bringing the problem of date rape on campus more out in me open.
The College ofWooster is honored to present this special and timely program
by Residential Life, Alpha Gamma Phi, Women's
which is
Athletic Association, Kappa Chi, SAB, ISC, Beta Kappa Phi, Women's
Studies, Women's Resource Center, ISA, Campus Security, Reed House,
non-victi-ms

director

Nikolopoulou constantly stresses
within the context of the play.
She has done a great job with her
interpretation of the text except that
Act One could do with some working to quicken the pace and harmonize it with the rest of the play. The
team, she says, has been rehearsing
since the 8th of September during
which time they have discovered
that the text in fact incorporated two

mind-boggli-

different texts, the melodramatic tradition and the obvious farce.
As for future plans in the theater
department, Nikolopoulou says that
they have reviewed over 35 plays
last year. Possibilities include A
Gothic Melodrama and Jacques and
his Men.
Earnest will play again tonight

and tomorrow evening at the
Freedlander Theatre. All in all the
performance was thoroughly enjoyable.

First Year Forum Presents The Sound ofAmerica
JUSTIN BOYD
Assistant A & E Editor
In a unique contribution to the
Forum series,
Wooster First-YeYale Professor ofMusic.Willie Ruff,
and his partner Dwike Mitchell (a
Duke Ellington Fellow from Yale)
will perform a combination of jazz
concert and lecture on Monday, October 19 at McGaw Chapel at 7:30
ar

pjn.
As young men, both performers
were gifted but untrained musicians
and joined the ILS. Armed Forces
during World Warn. After the war,
they were stationed at Lockbourne
Air Force Base near Columbus, Oh.
where they discovered a community

of musicians under legendary
bandleader John Brice.
The two took advantage of the
conservatory style classes in harmony, arranging, and composition
offered enabling Ruff to go on to
Yale after his discharge where he
received his Bachelor of Music in
1953 and his Master of Music in
1954.

In 1955. while playing in Lionel
Hampton'? band, the two decided to

form their own duo, the Mitchell-Ru- ff
duo. Ever since, their careers
as jazz players have been unique in
that they have been responsible for
exposing endless listeners to their
first taste of American jazz.
Although they also perform a
normal jazz show in clubs across the
United States (performing with such
greats as Duke Ellington and Lena
Home), their forte is teaching about
what American jazz really is and
where it comes from.
Nicknamed the "Ambassadors of
Jazz," Ruff and Mitchell were the
first jazz musicians to take part in
New York's Young Audiences pro-

gram, bringing jazz into public
school classrooms throughout the
cjty. They were also responsible for
first taking modern jazz into the Soviet Union in 1959.
trip, organized by
In a five-week

themselves, the

Mitchell-Ruf-

f

duo

in
Leningrad, Moscow, Kiev, Yalta,

played at conservatories

Sochi, and Riga. In 1966, they accompanied President Lyndon Johnson on his goodwill trip to Mexico.
And most recently, in 1981, they

became the first jazz musicians to
perform a live show in China at the
Shanghai Conservatory of Music.

co-sponso- red

Ruff lectures on the prominence
of American jazz and its international popularity while intermittently
playing on his French Horn or bass
accompanied by Mitchell on the piano. In a mixture of live concert and
classroom, the audience learns about
the music even as they hear it unfold
to their ears. Thus, the "Sound of
America" can be partially understood as well as thoroughly enjoyed
and those that have not been exposed to it can begin to see why jazz
has been America's most enduring
popular music form.
In addition to to the October 19
duo will
concert, the Mitchell-Ru- ff
be conducting aclinic thenextmom-inTuesday, Oct. 20 at 10:00 ajn.
in Scheide Music Center.
This will be an opportunity to meet
the two in a more intimate setting
and a chance to see members of
Wooster's own Jazz Ensemble play
with them on a number of pieces.
The clinic as well as the concert are
free and open to everyone.
g,
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MATT SEAMAN
Humor Column
I read the leaers to the Voice editor
this week. I have begun to wonder
exactly which parallel universe these
letters come from. I noticed in last
week's edition that among all the attacks on Jeremiah Jenne's religious
belief (the belief in really good pizza)
there was a letter about my column.
I was really glad mat a music major
took time from her busy schedule of
being sensitive to respond. It is always good to hear that what someone
is doing on this campus is special.
Thanks a lot!!
But I realized that she does have
one legitimate criticism. I dont know
a lot about music So, at a suggestion
of a possible interpretation of Kate
Anderson's letter, I have joined a rock
band.
The band I joined is called Lint
Farm. I think I can say without error
that Lint Farm is definitely one of
Wooster's college bands. My role in
the band is to provide poorly played
harrrronica, amfbad poetry . The real
backbone of the band is, however.
Josh "Not a tumor" Elrod and Tom
"Catalyst" Karpf. These two wacky
guys give us the driving rhythms that
both of our fans love. Lint Farm's
lead guitarist is none other
than Zack Tfo one can remember my
last name," who provides the haunting riffs on our hits like, Turtlenecks
(a tribute to a good Lane)," "Academic Purposes," and of course the
Iint-o-rif-

I

r

s

Gc

smash, "99 Red Balloons (Ohio
remix)."
For all our dedicated fans, we have
an update on the drum situation.. As
many, if not both, of our fans know,
we were using a drum set that one
person said looked like garbage we
had stolen from behind Tim O'Brien's
house. What a fool!! Actually the
drum set was made from garbage we
found behind Dr. Kruezman's house.
(This is not to say that Dr. Kruezman,
who, by the way, has the best facial
hair this campus will ever see, is in
any way similar to Tim O'Brien in
respects to garbage production. ButI
will say that they are both men. I think
you know what I mean.
Then we made a tremendous discovery. We can just borrow a drum
set. But borrowing involves bringing
back. And we have a problem with
that concept, so in essence we have
stolen a drum set from Noah Phipps.
Zack acted very confused when Noah
asked him to give the drums back.
He's only been in a band for a week
and his mental functions are starting
toga Maybe that's what happened to
Stockdale. The world may never
know.
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Former sports writer Ralph Wiley speaks on career
eventually moving up to be a sports

PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
MKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor

columnist

Ralph Wiley isan author Journalist, and writer. Mr. Wiley began his
career at the tiny Knoxville (Tinn.)
Spectrum newspaper in 1973, as a
sportswriter. From 1975 until 1982,
he worked

at the Oakland Tribune

newspaper in Oakland, California
as a general assignment reporter,
beat writer, an editor, and eventually, as lead sports columnist. From
1982 until 1991, hewasastaffwriter,
senior writer, and special contributor to Sports Illustrated magazine,
where he wrote unforgettable features on major athletes.
Mr.Wiley has also written a book
entitled Why Black People Tend to
Shout, as well as having formed his
own multimedia concept and
On Wednesday evening,
Mr. Wiley delivered a speech entitled "Cross Purposes" as part of
Forum Series. We
the First-Yecaught up with him on Thursday
morning.
Peter James: Where are you originally from, and where did you go to
college?
Ralph Wiley: I was born in Memphis, Tennessee on April 12, 1952. 1
spent time growing up in Chicago
and lived until the age of ten on the
campus ofS.A. Owen College. My
mother was an English professor
and a professor of Humanities at mat
college. Sol was always surrounded
by literature, books. That sort of
shaped me as a writer. I went to high
school at Melrose High SchooL It
was a school that had a good athletic
reputation. I played football there,
not because I was such a good football player, because growing up there
at that time, that's what you did.
You just sort of prove yourself, prove
your little budding manhood, impress the girls. Iran track. I went to
Knoxville College in Knoxville,
Tennessee. I played football there. I
had a knee injury my freshman year.
I had surgery, and I remember lying
on the field, my knee was injured,
and instead of thinking how long it
was going to take me to rehab, I was
thinking as a writer and that's when
I first started thinking that maybe
Fm approaching this from the wrong
angle. Maybe what I really am is a
writer. So I continued to play, but
since I was at a small college, I was
considered damaged goods. I
worked for the Knoxville Spectrum
my junior and senior year as a sports
writer. Then I moved out to Oakland, working first as a copy boy and
con-sultingfi-

ar

rm.

Mike Householder: How did your
being from the South shape your
views on race relations?
R.Wj This is what drove me to
athletics: it is a great level playing
field. It is a great equalizer. I had just
as much admiration for Archie Manning, who went to Ole Miss as I had
for some of my teammates athletically. He was a quarterback and I
wanted to see what he could do. So
that was a safe haven, athletics. Itwas
a safe haven from all of these larger
questions. Running has no color.
M.Hj On that same subject, what
about the problems in major league
sports now? Such as Bill White's
comments and the lack of minorities
in head coaching positions in baseball.
R.W.: You have to understand

that's college, and you would think
that universities would not do that
PJ.: Did you want to be a writer at
a very young age?
R.W.: I tried to avoid it for as long
as possible, but it was always there. I
was always writing. My mother was
always writing. Then in high school
I did all the writing, but I never consciously said this is what I'm going to
do. It just sort of evolved.
PJj What in sports and sports
journalism interests you?
R.Wj When I was hired as a full-tijournalist, I was working on all
these things that you normally do. I
was very much feeling like a cub
reporter, but I could see that it was
taking an extremely long time to get
the lay of the lands so to speak. To
cover the courthouse, I had to cover
everything from the ground up. Butin
sports, I knew some things second- me

to the Golden State Warriors, the
Oakland Raiders, the San Francisco
49ers. It was great to cover all these
people. Then one day, my editor
came to me and said, "I'm going to
give you a chance to fail." He said,
Tm going to give you the chance to
write a column." I said. Til take it."
I wrote that column for a couple years
then SI called.
M.H.: You've doneakx of features
on some of the most famous sports
stars of our time. Did you have a
favorite one you enjoyed doing, or
several?
R.W.: That's a good question.
Several favorites. Ray Mancini was a
really nice kid. He's from right around
here somewhere. Youngstown, I believe. He was a real nice kid, but he
was in this horrible profession of boxing, and he killed a man. I happened
to be the man who had to write about

covered John Elway. John's a good friend of mine. That's why when people tell
me "black athletes are naturally superior" you can't tell me that. I saw John Elway

yplay at 18.

--Ralph Wiley

.

baseball. Baseball is the least educated, so to speak, of sports. Baseball
players are taken right out of high
school and sent to these small little
towns in the South. You don't go to
college if you want to be a baseball
player. Although now, more are. It's
this whole network of spitting Skoal
tobacco, just the whole way of doing
things. Cito Gaston has just managed
the Toronto Blue Jays. I'm more
concerned with positions like general
manager, director of player personnel, director of marketing, director of
public relations. Those are the sort of
jobs. God knows black people have
shown they can play baseball. What's
the point? A lot of this has to do with
ownership. You can appeal to ownership to be fair, but you really can't
make any demands. So I think that
minority ownership in the franchises
in all the major sports is very important All the leagues are doing some
things. The NBA is excellent. There

are general managers, there are
coaches there just seems to be a nice
world. You just go on you merits. In
football, college football makes me
sad. Out of over 100 some odd head
coaches, I don't think there's one
black head coach in major college
football. IthinkthatFrancisPayewas
athkxthwestem, but he stepped down.
MJL: Dermis Rice was at Stanford.
R.WJ Yeah, but now he's with the
Vikings. That bothers me, because

hand. I would see a play, and 1 would
know why a play worked, because I
could see the guard execute his block,
so I had a slightknowledge advantage
from being involved. Sports Illustrated was a very literate magazine.
And I'm one of these people that
always needs a goal, so I said maybe
I'll move over to sports and my goal
would be to work for Sports Illustrated. That's how it worked. It's
probably die best thing I ever did.
Plus you have more of a latitude for
style in sports writing. You're allowed to be more expressive. It's
called the 'toy department' in most
newspapers, but you do have room to
express yourself .
PJ- - When you worked for the
Tribune in Oakland, were you a columnist or just a beat writer?
I moved my way up. I
R.W
started as a copy boy, and literally
worked every shift on the clock. I
literally learned every job at the newspaper. I then became a prep writer in
sports doing high school games as
prep editor. Then they gave me a few
A's games to do and a couple Giants
games to da Then they put me on the
Stanford Cardinal football team. I
covered John Elway. John's a good
friend of mine. That's why when
people tell me, "black athletes are
iiaturaOy superior," you can't tell me
that, I saw John Ehvay play at 18. It
was a practical experience. Then oh

it

I always liked Ray. Sugar Ray
Robinson. I caught him about a year
before he died. That was very interesting and enjoyable. Jerry Rice.
Because he was so good, and he knew
what he was doing. Joe Montana. He
reminded me of Mick Jagger. He was
kind of this rock and roll football
player. Randall Cunningham. There
are so many. Mike Tyson. The best
story I ever did for them was on
Raghib Ismail, who at the time was a
sophomore at Notre Dame. It was
called The Light and the Lightning".
M.H.: Your firm represents him. Is
that right?
R.W.: No. What happened was, I
met Rocket and I did the story. Asa
journalist, you try to stay detached.
All my life, I stayed detached. I had to
stay doubly detached, because as you
get older, you realize that you bring
them in, you cover them, then you
retire them. There's a film called
The Natural", which stars Robert
Redford and has a reporter in it. It's
Robert DuvalL and Robert Redford
tells him, "have you ever played the
game?" The sports writer says, I
can'tsay as though I have, but whether
you hit a home run or strike out, I'm
gama cover it" Rocket was so unique,
and when he told me he was going to
leave Notre Dame, I knew the situation that these people had. His mother
had nothing. Nothing. He said thathe
didn't know what to do, so he asked

me, "What should I do?" I wasn't
going to let what has happened to
other athletes happen to Rocket Iwas
going to leave SI anyway, so I advised him. The Toronto Argonauts
and owner Bruce McNall offered $3
million, so I told him take it, you will
only make $1.5 million in the NFL. I
just hope the best for the Rocket I
never "represented" him. What I did
was advise him.
PJ.: Do you think that he's going
to return to the NFL?
R.W.: Oh yeah. Wesent the agents
down to LA. to meet with Al Davis
before the draft We told him that
there's a loophole in his contract If
you draft him you can get him out of
that con tract So Al Davis. I give him
credit He has the guts of a burglar.
He waited to the l(X0m pick and picked
the Rocket He called me, and he was
really worried, and he said, "Who
drafted me? Buffalo, Cleveland?. He
named all 27 teams, until he finally
asked ifitwasLA.,andItold him that
was right We laughed for fifteen

minutes on the telephone. He
shouldn't even go back to Canada.
He's played there for two years.
Mil: You had a year working on
"NFL Live". Did you enjoy that?
R.W- - Yeah. It was fascinating. I
knew it would only last a year. I
enjoyed it I had a couple of scoops.
We had Jerry Glanville going to the
Falcons. Everyone said, "No way!"
I said, "We'll see." I also appeared on
the Sports Reporters. People make
meout tobe some sort ofblack spokesman. I never set out to do that I just
set out to be an artist and a writer. Roy
Firestone started asking me these
things, and I was honest with him, and
people were like, "God. Could you
believe he said that on TV?"
MJL: Do you have any comment
on Magic Johnson'sreturn to the Lakers, his contracting the HTV virus, his
playing in the Olympics?
R.WJ Magk is just such a great
man. I was greatly saddened. This plague is taking so many
talented people. As faras him coming
back, there are several ways of looking at it The $14.6 million he'll be
making, will run a hell of a foundation.
PJj Thanks for your time, we
appreciate it
MJL: Yes. Thanks very much.
R.W- - Let me tell you guys one
thing. There are three rules all journalists should live by: 1) Everybody
wants to know everything about everyone,!) If you writeSOO good things
about a person and one bad thing,
they'll remember the bad thing, and
3) There are no rules.
well-adjust-
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Shannon shines despite defeats
On
mend
the
What a choke, what a tease
men s soccer

commentary

PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
The single biggest choke in the history of baseball. No question about o
one team thai has been assembled for as long as the Pittsburgh Pirates
has choked as hard as the Bucs did in this year's National League Championship Series. You have your perennial choke teams like the Boston Red
Sox. Chicago Cubs, Minnesota Vikings and the Boston Bruins. They have
such a long history of losing in the clutch that it has become expected that
these teams will falter during crunch time. But Pittsburgh is the City of
Champions. They are not used to losing, especially when it's playoff time.
That is what makes this Pirate team such a disgrace. Not only have they
choked for the third consecutive time in the playoffs, they have let down their
faithful fans.
Then the tease began. With the Piraies all but dead the most unlikely of
pitchers throws a complete game three hitter. Bob Walk, who looks like he
should be carrying a lunch pale to work, baffles the Braves to send the series
from Pittsburgh to Atlanta for games six and seven.
There's no way the Pirates can win two in Atlanta, not the way they played
the first two games there, which they lost by a combined score of 18--6. But
once again an unlikdy performer came through for the Pirates. Knuckleball
pitcher Tim Wakefield pitched his second complete game of the playoffs as
the Bucs crushed the Braves 13--4.
It's over you say. The Braves are finished. Their ace pitcher Tom Gla vine
gave up a playoff record eight runs in one inning in game six. They are dead.
Twelve of the last thirteen teams that won game six of the playoffs went on
to win game seven. Chop This Braves! The Pirates have their best pitcher
on the mound for game seven in Doug Drabek, who was overdue for a great
game. There is no way they could lose. We were teased.
Game seven started out great for Pittsburgh. They look a 0 lead after the
fifih inning and carried il all the way to the ninth. It appeared that Pittsburgh
was going to do what no other National League team had ever done, come
from three games to one down to win the pennant. But if you were a die hard
Pirate fan like myself, orjust a baseball fan, you had a feeling throughout the
There
game that it was not over. ItcouldnotbethiseasytodispeltheBraves.
is still time for the Piraies to choke.
Pirate manager Jim Leyland is considered one of the best in baseball, but
his performance in game seven was pitiful. If it is possible for a manager to
choke under pressure, he did it. There are several decisions he made that you
can question. He benched three hot right handed hitting batters just because
a right handed pitcher started for the Braves. They combined to hit over .500
for the series while the three left handed hitlers hit below .200 as a group.
While the ninth inning was where the Pirates blew it, the seventh is where
it all started. Before the series started, Leyland stated the Piraies were going
to be aggressive whenever possible. So when Barry Bonds led of the seventh
with a single you would expect Leyland to have him run, considering he stole
39 bases during the season. But no, he let Orlando Merced hit away into a
force play. Then to make mailers worse the Pirates third base coach sends
Merced home on a double down the right field line with only one out He
was thrown out at the plate. There is no way you can allow a runner to be
thrown out at home with only one out in such a close game.
Let's compare the choke of the ninth inning to the most memorable choke
in recent history. While the Boston Red Sox blew a two run lead with two
outs and nobody on in the tenth inning of game six of the 1986 World Series
against the Mets, they did not choke like the Pirates did. First of all, their
defeat should not have come as a surprise to Red Sox fans who were familiar
with the curse of Babe Ruth. Secondly. Boston was only in the World Series
because the California Angels choked away the pennant.
Pittsburgh, on the other hand, had been to two consecutive playoffs and
failed to win. This was an experienced team that should have handled the
pressure. The only way to describe what happened in the ninth inning is to
say that Pittsburgh peed in their pants. How else do you explain the error by
Jose Lind, who committed only five errors all season. Or the horrible relief
effort of Stan Belinda, who was once again gasoline on the fire. Leyland
never should have allowed him to pitch in that situation.
To lose is one thing. But to be so close to victory as the Piraies were and
fall apart as they did was unbearable to anyone who was rooting for
Pittsburgh. There is no one who is a bigger fan of the Bucs than I, as my
pledge to walk 130 miles to see them play in the World Series is proof. But
it is going to take a lot for me to root for the Pirates again. I will have five
days on the road to ponder my Pittsburgh loyalty.
it-N-
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JOSHELROD
Staff Writer
The Scot soccer team will head
into its long road trip this weekend

--

with some momentum. After the loss
to Ohio Wesleyan last week, the Scots
rebounded by shutting outtwoNCAC
opponents. The first win came last
Saturday when Wooster travelled to
Eariham to play the Quakers.
The Scots scored two goals in the
opening five minutes of the game on
their way to an easy victory. Senior
Mphatso Namwali led the offense
racking up an assist and a goaL Senior
Galen Avgerinos and first year Colin
Ozanne also scored.
The Scots hosted the Yeomen of
Oberlin on Tuesday. For nearly the
enure first half the two teams were
deadlocked at zero. The Fighting
Scots pressed the ball down the field
but were unable to convert With only
two minutes left in the half. Sophomore defender Roger Haller broke
the tie, kicking a bouncing shot that
caromed off a Yeomen defender and
past the keeper. At the close of the
first half, the score remained
From the beginning of the second
half, the Scots picked up the level of
play and controlled the balL Ten
minutes into the half, Namwali drove
down the sideline near the Oberlin
goal, and crossed the ball to sophomore Mike Sanneh, who fired a hard
shot past the keeper for the second
1--

score.
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pboio by JOSHUA FAG ANS

Sophomore star Betsy Shannon beats defender in recent home game.

Make a Difference.
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TEACH
can make a difference as you begin your teaching
career. We will provide you with information about
teaching in private school, honest assessment of your
competitiveness, and recommendations about your
candidacy.
TES

About ten minutes later,

WE WILL BE VISITING THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER:

October 22 - Information Session
October 23 - Interviews
asssts private schols in locating talented teachers. Last
year we helped over 400 college seniors tackle the challenges of a teaching job search. As the only nonprofit
teacher placement agency, we are committed to independent
schools and teachers. No application or placement fees
charged to college seniors.
EES

Weidenhamer recorded his fourth
shutout

of the season.

The Scots face the challenge of
playing five straight road games. The
road trip starts with the game against
Allegheny on Saturday. The Scots
final home game will be against
Wittenberg on October 3 1st at 1100.

EARN EXTRA INCOME
EARN
WEEKLY
MAILING TRAVEL
BROCHURES. FOR
INFO. SEND A STAMPED
ADDRESSED ENVELOPE
TO: TRAVEL INC.. BOX
2530. MIAMI. FL. 33161
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Namwali picked up another assist,
finding March Dadzie open in front of
the goal. The goal, and the varsity
game, were the first of Dadzie's collegiate career. The first year had been
playing junior varsity up until this
point in the season.
The final score occurred with 10
minutes left Fust year Jesse Buggs
lifted a cross to Nam wali who headed
the ball past the keeper for his 12th
goal of the season. Senior goalie Jon

J
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Contact your Career Office for more information and
interview appointment. If you have any questions, please
telephone Kirk Russell or Brooke Bums at (800) 257-- 5 102.
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ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries. Earn $600week in canneries or $4,000month
on fishing boats. Free transportation! Room and Board!
Over 8,000 openings. No experience necessary.
Male or Female. For employment program
call
ext. A5562
1-206-5-
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cess."
For the first time this season, the
Scots ran a balanced offensive attack. The passing game accounted
for 21 8 yards while the running game
accounted for 160 yards. In all,
Wooster's offense proved to be too
much for Oberlin as the Scots led the
and
Yeomen in first downs (18-12)

).
total yardage
Oberlin began the game on a high
note, scoring on its second possession of the contest Running back
Brandon Myers ran the ball 56 yards
on the second play of the drive for
the score. Kristopher Jones extra
point put the Yeomen ahead at the
11:06 mark of the first quarter. The
Scots recorded a safety, trimming
Oberlin's lead to 2 at 1 :32 to close
out the first quarter scoring.
Tucker said, "Oberlin was blitzing almost every down. They played
(378-258-
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Wooster's offense immediately
came to life in the second half as the
Scots scored touchdowns on their
first two possessions of the second
half and in all, six of their last seven
possessions of the game.
Two Ramsier touchdown passes
accounted for Wooster's two third
quarter scores. The first was a
toss to junior wide receiver
Brian Wright at 12:33, and the secthrow to senior
ond was an
wide receiver Jeff Smith at 3:27.
Sandwiched between the two Scots
scores was an Oberlin touchdown.
The score after three stanzas had the
Scots in the lead
The Scots put on a show in the
fourth quarter, outscoring the YeoRamsier's fourth touchmen 21-down pass of the afternoon came at
9:59. The touchdown pass, complete to Fox for 14 yards, put the
29-ya- rd

18-ya-

rd

24-1- 4.

0.

game far out of reach for Oberlin.
Touchdown runs of 44 yards and 23
yards by junior running back Eric
running back
Robinson and first-yeJohn Graebing, respectively, closed
out the scoring.
"We just kept pounding at them
and finally they broke. We beat
coverage for three
their
touchdowns,all of which were post
patterns, " commented Tucker.
Tucker named Robinson the offensive player of the game. Robinson
ran for 157 yards on 19 carries for
man-to-m-
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Kreeger was named defensive player
of the Oberlin game. Kreeger had a
12 tackles. Rounding
out the individual honors was junior
Mark Webb, who was named offensive lineman of the game and first-yeJohn Long, who was named
defensive lineman of the game.
Tomorrow, the Scots take on the
Big Red of Denison. The "Gang
from Granville" bring a 2 overall
mark and a 1 NCAC mark into
tomorrow's contest Wooster has
not beaten Denison and its archaic
single-win- g
offense since 1981. Last
year's contest was a 2 1 20 nailbiter.
The Big Red is led byjunior tailback
team-leadi-
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one touchdown and caught two
passes for 20 yards.
Sophomore linebacker Dana
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Jason Cooperider who averages
101.4 yards per game rushing and
has a total of 400 yards passing thus
gives us problems. To play the Big Red, we must
be very emotionally ready to play.
This is a very big rivalry, and emotional preparation will play a part in
the game." stated Tucker.
punter
GAME NOTES: First-yeschool
Wooster
Tim Gargasz set a
record when he launched a
punt in the first quarter.
Robinson was the first Wooster
runner to rush for more than 100
yards all season
The 1W0 fans who showed up at
Din Field in Oberlin was the smallest crowd to watch a Scots game all
single-win-
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MIKE HOUSEHOLDER
Assistant Sports Editor
The Fighting Scot football team
registered its first win of the season
this past Saturday with a 4 romp
over Oberlin College.
After a sluggish start, the Scots ( 1 -NCAQ turned it on in
4 overall,
to bury the Yeomen.
half
the second
Scot head coach Bob Tucker said,
"This win boosts our morale. The
win validates our hard work. We
received some much needed suc-

kind of game.
a gutsy,
scored."
they
The time we blitzed,
The Scots' lone possession of the
third quarter resulted in a score. A
touchdown pass from senior quarterback and NCAC player
of the week John Ramsier to junior
wide receiver Rick Fox capped off
drive. A sucan 11 play,
conversion by the
cessful
The
Scots put them ahead 10-score was the same at the halfway
point of the contest
go-for-br-
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Fighting Scots win first game of season in convincing fashion
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John Marcinek leads the team In tackles with 58.

meet;
Scots compete in
men and women both finish 23rd
all-Oh- io

Bryan koepp
Staff Writer
Ohio Wesleyan was the perfect
setting for the "mother" of all crosscountry meets in the state. From
Akron to Youngstown State all of
Ohio's 37 colleges and universities
were represented. Team "Woo" did
hang very tough, too.
The men, facing 36 other teams
from Division L II. and NAIA affiliated schools finished 23rd as a team
championships. Junat the
ior Wheeler Spaulding lead the Scot
attack with a 82nd overall finish with
a strong time of 27:30. Also inspired
for the Scots were senior Chris Levy,
sophomore Paul Kinney and junior
Adam Myers. Levy completed the
8,000 meter rolling course in 132nd
inatimeof28:21. Kinney and Myers
All-Oh- io

HAIR IN YOUR EYES???
Come get

it

cut at

Dick Stull's Hair Clinic
appointments or walk ins welcome
Men's and women's hair

followed closely in 135th and 141st
with times of 28:30 and 28:34 respectably. Also running well for

Wooster were senior Steve
McMillian (182nd, 29:18), senior
Jason Hudson (195th. 29:49). and
junior Bill Ante! (204th. 30:02). In

men's open action, senior Dan
Dickey led the men's open squad
with a time of 29:50.
The women too faced all oncomers

last Friday at Ohio Wesleyan. They
finished a solid 23rd at the
Senior Carolyn Kiss ran an MVP-styrace finishing 99th with a time
20:52overthe5j000
meter rolling
of
All-Ohi-o.

le

course.

This,

I believe, was one of the

best races in Carolyn's collegiate
career," said a very proud head coach
Dennis Rice.
Junior Sandy Clark and sophomore Julia Judson ran very good
races finishing in excellent times.
Clark finished 105th in 20:57, and
Judson finished right behind in 1 12th
in 21:02. Junior Susan Roberts
Adrianne
(132nd, 21:25), first-yeVredenburg (142nd, 21:35), senior
April Heck (160th, 22:02), and
(175 th, 22:20) rose
the toughest
against
to the occasion
y
runners asfield of
sembled in Ohio this season.
ar
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Nationally ranked women's soccer team remains solid

,

Keeper Hall notches eleventh shutout

'

"

ERIC BELL
Staff Writer
Last Saturday the Lady Scots,
ranked 12th in the nation, hosted St.
Mary's College of Indiana and
tie. The Belles
battled them to a
of Sl Mary's got the only goal of the
first half of the game.
During the second half the Lady
Scots attacked Sl Mary's goal time
and time again creating numerous
scoring opportunities. After many
close calls, the Scots finally put the

A

1-

-1

ball in the net with 10:56 left to play
in regulation.
First-yedefender Regan Turner
collected a loose ball inside the box
from a comer kick and punched it by
the SL Mary's keeper to even the
score at 1.
In both of the overtime periods,
both teams had opportunities to win
the game but were unable to finish
off their chances and the game ended
with the score being
The game was pretty even as the
Lady Scots outshot the Belles
The comer kick count was in favor
The goalof the Lady Scots
keeper save count was 6 in favor
of the Belles.
On Wednesday the Lady Scots
faced the Lady Gators of Allegheny
ar

.;

-- f

W

i

;

r

J.

1--

1.

21-1-

7.

8-- 7.

8--

I

I

crosi country
men - 23rd
women - 23rd
field hockey

Wittenberg d. Wooster.

Deri son d. Wooster,
football
Wooster d. Oberlin.

College on Carl Dale Memorial
Field. What was expected to be a
very competitive game, much like
the game against Sl Mary's, proved
to be more of a struggle for the Lady

2-- 1

2-- 1

45-1-

Gators than a match.
mark, Turricr
At the
started the scoring the same way she
did against Sl Mary's as she collected a loose ball after a comer kick

4

men's soccer

28-minu-

Wooster d. Earlham, 0
Wooster d. Oberlin. 4-- 1
3--

women's soccer

Wooster tied Su Mary's,
Wooster d. Allegheny. 0

1--

1

te

and shot it by to put the Lady Scots
up
With 2 1 seconds left to play in the
1--

0.

first half, sophomore midfielder Jenn
Mandle sent a comer kick into the
near posL Sophomore forward
Megan Bruce was there to head the
ball by to push the score up to 0 at
the end of the first half.
In the second half it was much of
the same as the Lady Scots dominated all phases of the game. While
allowing only three shots on their
2--

goal, the Lady Scots attacked
Allegheny's goal, accumulating a
total

of

18 shots.

mark of the secAt the
ond half, junior forward Delia Hoye
drove down the right flank and sent
a nice cross to Bruce.who neatly
placed it into the left side netting for
the final score of
This was the eleventh shutout of
the season for the Lady Scots who
have only allowed six goals in thirteen games. Junior goalkeeper Lisa
Hall's goals against average is now
at an impressive 0.43 goals per game.
Overall, the Lady Scots look as
though they have recovered from
their midseason showings against
Ohio Wesleyan and Wittenberg.
overall and 1
They are now
in conference action.
This weekend the Lady Scots
travel to Mary ville, Tennessee where
they will face Maryville College on
Saturday and Emory University on
34-min- ute

3-- 0.

11-2-

-1

4--

Sunday.
The Lady Scots will then return
home to play Division II power

Mercyhurst on Wednesday, October 21 at 4pjn.

photo by JOSHUA FAGANS

Sophomore Jen Mandle hits ball forward in game against St. Mary's

3--

volleyball
OhioWesleyan
15-- 8,

15-1-

d. Wooster,

Allegheny d. Wooster.
15--

15--

6.

15--

3.

3
15-1-

.

7

AP'icrson d. Wooster. 15-Bluffton d. Wooster. 15-5.

2.

15-- 7
15-- 3

volleyball

Scots drop first conference matches
CHRIS MAC KEY

Staff Writer
The College of Wooster volleyball team opened its conference

(Rift Vt$$&
"Me should be there right
now. We placed him with the
Raidsrs. There's a scoop for

you."
Ralph Wiley, when asked
about the possibility of Raghib
Ismail returning to the NFL.
Wiley's multimedia firm advised Ismail when he turned
pro in 1990. The firm worked
out IsmaiV s Toronto contract
so that whoever drafted him in
the NFL draft could claim him.

schedule Saturday by hosting Ohio
Wesleyan and Allegheny. The Lady
Scots dropped both contests.
The first match of the day pitted
Wooster against Ohio Wesleyan, a
team the Scots competed well with
last season. This year, though. OWU
proved to be dominant as they
defeated Wooster in three straight
games 15-In the third and closest game of the
match the Lady Scots had five back
row players on the court since the
score was 11-- 8 in favor of OWU.
This was because Wooster had expended all of their substitutions and
6.

15-8.15--

13.

in a sense were "stuck" with the
players that were on the court at the
time. This apparent mistake proved
to be a learning experience for both
the players and the coach, because
the Lady Scots won five of the last
nine points of the match.
The Lady Scots then battled Allegheny, who had defeated OWU in
the second match of the day. Wooster
was simply overpowered and lost
15--

1.

15--

3,

15-- 7.

Wooster then took on Anderson
and Bluffton Tuesday evening.
Coach Linda Bush described her
team's play "encouraging." Though
the Lady Scots were defeated by
both the Lady Ravens and the Lady
Beavers, she felt her team has played
"two straight days of consistent vol

leyball."
Wooster travelled to Bluffton for
the second time this season in hopes
of avenging their loss a month ago.
They first battled Anderson. It was
not a contest as the Lady Ravens
1
dominated Wooster 1
Bush

This week's

What major leaguer has hit
the most home runs from 1989
to 1991.

Each and every week, the Voice
pointed out, "Our (poor) serving Sports Editors will challenge you,
the knowledgeable sports fans of
killed us in the first match."
The Lady Scots then collided with Wooster, with our Sports ChalBluffton who defeated them easily lenge question of the week. The
in their last meeting. Though they winner will win a free meal ($3.00
improved their play from the previ- maximum) atMom'sTruckStop,
ous match, according to Bush, they
complements of your friendly
15-lost in two games 15-Sports Editor and Assistant Sports
Wooster's record now stands at
Editor. Answers should be adoverall. 0--2 in the NCAC with
conference action commencing again dressed to: The Wooster Voice.
Good luck! You're
on Saturday. The Scots will play
gonna need it, baby!
Case and Earlham Saturday.
5-- 2,

5,

5-- 7.

3.

1--

30

C-31-

87.

